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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

- **Rural-to-urban migration due to slow or sudden-onset climate change is expected to continue in the coming decades**, with Northwest Africa, India and Bangladesh, the Andean region, and China being "hotspots." Many climate migrants are moving to "fragile cities" characterized by poor governance and limited capacity to provide their residents with adequate infrastructure and social services. Influxes of climate migrants are likely to exacerbate these problems, and migrants may experience exclusion from government services when they arrive in cities in low- and middle-income countries.

- As the world becomes more urban, the focus within the discourse on governance, peace, and security is increasingly shifting from the fragile state to the fragile city. Poor governance and an inability to deliver services in fragile cities result in city dwellers being exposed to violence and instability. There will also be a rise in the number of fragile cities due to urban population growth in fragile states.

- The existing research on provision of social services and integration into governance systems suggests that in general, exclusion from the procedures or benefits of such systems can contribute to intergroup tensions, crime, and political instability. In fragile cities, city-level governance can represent a specific point of failure that prevents specific groups from accessing public goods. Climate migrants are a significant stressor for these already fragile systems, and may contribute to the crime, instability, and conflict.

- These dynamics mean that **city governments can play an important role in peace and security**. In contrast to national and international actors, local government authorities are in close proximity to their residents and can design policies and initiatives rooted in local realities. Strategies to improve public infrastructure, legal systems, and service delivery and include local groups in city governance can reduce the vulnerabilities of climate migrants and associated security risks.

- In order to tackle local-level challenges, **city institutions need to build partnerships with international actors**. They should strengthen ties with UN agencies, multinational companies, regional and international banks, think tanks, and international humanitarian and peacebuilding organizations. The building of bridges with global research programs can fill in the gaps in knowledge on urban trends, governance, migration, and security. Enhanced knowledge can help city leaders design better policies and programs to address the climate-migration–security nexus. Stronger partnerships with humanitarian organizations can help effectively deliver humanitarian assistance to climate-displaced people.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In November of 2013, Super Typhoon Haiyan—one of the strongest tropical storms on record—hit the Philippines, causing tremendous damage to the country’s infrastructure, destroying thousands of homes, and forcing hundreds of thousands of people to take shelter in emergency evacuation centers. More than 6,000 people were killed and 4 million people were displaced. Thousands of typhoon survivors migrated from rural areas to the country’s capital city of Manila.

This is not an isolated case. As climate change increases the number and impact of severe weather events, many countries are forced to cope with the impacts of natural disasters. Natural disaster is a major driver of internal displacement, representing a larger cause of displacement than armed conflict and violence at the global level. In addition, climate change is likely to lead to an increase in migration and displacement for other reasons, as slower-onset challenges such as changes in water availability and rising sea levels change the human habitability of different regions. Currently, most migration is characterized by urbanization: a movement of peoples from rural to urban areas. This trend of urbanization will likely be a particular feature of climate-related migration in the developing world, due to the general trends towards urbanization in general and the specific climate-related vulnerabilities found in developing countries and in particular those in Africa and south and east Asia.

Trends in urbanization and climate change are changing the landscape of human settlements around the world, which will affect living conditions in all parts of the world. Many cities in the developing world have limited governance mechanisms and are financially constrained, conditions which significantly hinder their capacities to deal with the complex urban problems which confront them. Policymakers at all levels will therefore need to focus attention on the important role of cities and dedicate their resources to supporting city governments in solving the pressing urbanization challenges in their territories. To be specific, they will need to support “bottom-up” policies and strategies that build the resilience of cities to address the manifold urbanization–climate-induced migration challenges within their jurisdictions.
As climate change puts structural pressures on people internationally, current trends suggest that the result will be an increase in urban migration. Today, an estimated 60% of the world’s displaced people live in urban contexts, most of them in cities of conflict-affected countries that are already struggling to maintain stability. This means that in countries already struggling with service delivery and integrating rural-to-urban migrants into the economy, climate change is likely to lead to increasing pressures on city-level systems. This, in turn, suggests that city-level governance may be a critical factor affecting whether this migration results in increasing disruption to social services and stability or whether it can be converted into healthy growth of these cities. In regions strongly affected by climate change, the question of the quality of governance at the city level as much as at the level of the state may be critical to whether the region is able to effectively navigate the challenges posed by climate change.

The aim of this discussion paper is twofold: First, the paper will examine how climate-induced migration is linked to urban fragility, crime, and violence at the city level. Currently, increasing numbers of climate migrants are moving to “fragile cities” in the developing world. The fragile city is characterized by poor governance and limited capacity to provide residents with basic services and infrastructure. Due to these institutional constraints, many climate migrants are likely to experience exclusion from social services and employment opportunities. These conditions of exclusion may increase the risk of crime and violence at the city level.

Second, this paper introduces city governments as crucial actors and potentially innovative problem-solvers to address the peace and security challenges associated with climate migration. In contrast to national and international actors who are far removed from local residents, city governments are in close proximity to their communities and can design initiatives that are rooted in local realities. The key to addressing the security challenges associated with climate migration will be to ensure that these migrants have access to vital urban services in their respective cities. However, most cities in low- and middle-income countries struggle to provide even basic services to their residents. City governments will need to strengthen their ties with UN agencies, international donor agencies, and multinational corporations, as these institutions can channel much-needed resources and investments toward local government services and infrastructure. City officials will also need to create inclusive governance frameworks to ensure that climate migrants have a voice in city decision-making processes, especially given that migrant communities are often made invisible in urban contexts due to their weak legal status and their limited opportunities for participating in city governance.

This report is aimed at city policymakers and local stakeholder groups, primarily mayors, municipal government officials, and civil society leaders tasked with addressing the many local-level challenges within their territories. The hope is that the report can provide these city decision-makers with a greater understanding of the security risks of climate-induced migration, along with ideas on how they can develop effective policies for peace and stability.

This paper is based on a review of the literature on climate-induced migration and displacement, the fragile city and its limitations to accommodating the needs of climate migrants, the links between climate migration and crime and violence at the city level, and city-wide policies to tackle pressing migration-related security challenges. The paper draws primarily upon academic literature, reports from the International Organization for Migration and UN-Habitat, and news articles.
II. CLIMATE-INDUCED MIGRATION

There is increasing evidence that one result of ongoing climate change will be an increase in the displacement of peoples internationally. As climate change leads to changes in water availability in some areas and rising sea levels in others, as well as increased risk of natural disasters, the regions best suited for human life and economic activity are going to change. In some cases, entire states or regions that are currently inhabited may be rendered uninhabitable: for example, climate scientists predict that the small island nation-state of Tuvalu could be completely submerged within the next 50 years if sea levels continue to rise. The result will likely be shifts in human habitation and displacement in many parts of the world. This was recognized in the first assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, which said that “the gravest effects of climate change may be those on human migration as millions are displaced by shoreline erosion, coastal flooding and severe drought.”

In addition to the permanent changes in habitability, one result of climate change is an increase in severe weather events. These are already a major contributor to migration and displacement. The Migration Policy Institute estimated in 2015 that natural disasters led to the displacement of 184.6 million people between 2008 and 2014. In 2013, displacement due to natural disasters was estimated to be about three times the number of people displaced by conflict and violence. As climate change continues to contribute to severe weather events, the long-term scale of displacement is predicted to increase.

Climate Change Impacts Which Lead to Displacement

From the Brookings Institution report on climate change and migration

- Increased droughts and slow-onset disasters such as desertification, leading to water scarcity. This in turn reduces food security and economic activity based on agriculture.
- Existential threats posed by rising sea levels to low-lying areas including coastal areas and small island states.
- More frequent and more severe weather, including increases in threats posed by hurricanes and typhoons, flooding, tornados, and severe storms.

III. URBANIZATION

While climate change is expected to trigger the movement of peoples both within national borders (internal migrants) and across them (international migrants), most climate-induced migration currently takes place in the form of rural–urban migration within nation states, with this trend expected to continue in the coming decades. Adverse climate effects can drive rural-to-urban migration in many ways. Sea-level rise along coastal areas will lead to an increase in the number of people moving to urban centers. Dhaka, in Bangladesh, receives nearly 500,000 people
Climate-Induced Migration and Instability

Every year, with the majority of these newcomers leaving the coastal areas of the country that are exposed to rising sea levels.\textsuperscript{18} Evidence from Pakistan suggests that heat waves will increase the number of people moving from rural zones to cities.\textsuperscript{19} Climate-induced drought and desertification can take a toll on agricultural production, undermining rural livelihoods and thus driving rural–urban migration.\textsuperscript{20} Rural–urban migration can also be triggered by sudden, extreme climate events. As mentioned, Typhoon Haiyan, which hit the Philippines in 2013, displaced more than 4 million people from their homes, forcing thousands of survivors to seek refuge in the country’s capital city of Manila.\textsuperscript{21}

These climate migrants are moving to fragile urban centers in the developing world which are rapidly expanding. Currently, the world’s urban population stands at 3.7 billion, and by 2030 this number will increase to about 5 billion.\textsuperscript{22} By 2050, 70% of the world’s population is predicted to be living in towns and cities,\textsuperscript{23} with almost 90% of this increase taking place in Asia and Africa.\textsuperscript{24} The majority of city dwellers still live in towns and medium-sized cities, with close to half of all urbanites now living in settlements comprised of less than 500,000 people.\textsuperscript{25} However, the number of megacities, or areas with a population of more than 10 million people, is on the rise. In 2015 there were 29 megacities, compared to 14 in 1995, with the majority of these megacities in the developing world.\textsuperscript{26} Fast-growing megacities include Karachi, Dhaka, Shanghai, and New Delhi. Chinese cities in particular are growing at breakneck speed. Between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of China’s population classified as being urban increased from 26% to 56%.\textsuperscript{27}

IV. THE FRAGILE CITY AND CITY GOVERNMENT LIMITATIONS

The Fragile City

Even without the additional pressure of climate stressors, rapid and unregulated urbanization is already leading to a rise in the number of cities classified as fragile—territories with weak governance structures that are limited in their capacities to provide basic social services, infrastructure, and security to their dwellers.\textsuperscript{28} The concept of the fragile city comes from Savage and Muggah, who define them as “discrete metropolitan units whose governance arrangements exhibit a declining ability and or/willingness to deliver on the social contract.”\textsuperscript{29} Fragility can occur
rapidly—for example, in the wake of extreme climate events—or more incrementally, often due to the weakening of governance structures.\textsuperscript{30} The future will also see a rise in the number of fragile cities due to urban population growth in conflict-affected states. By 2050, over 50% of the population in conflict states will be living in cities.

The inability of these cities to provide their residents with basic services, infrastructure, and security will lead to conditions that create additional instability and even violent crime.\textsuperscript{31} For example, according to UN-Habitat as reported by Savage and Muggah, more than 80% of global urban growth over the next few decades is likely to take place in poor squatter settlements.\textsuperscript{32} Those who live in slum settlements are generally poor, with limited opportunities for formal employment, and are correspondingly more likely to engage in crime or violent crime for economic reasons.\textsuperscript{33} In addition, slum neighborhoods are often beyond the control of municipal security forces.\textsuperscript{34} The divide in economic opportunities across social groups in a given urban area is another driver of fragility, as this social segregation leads to a breakdown in formal urban governance, leading to the likelihood of an increase in criminal violence at the city level.

The developing fragility of some cities exposes a general threat to stability in the twenty-first century. As urbanization increases, city and regional governments are increasingly put under pressure to effectively deliver security, social services, and economic activity to the complex and growing city. Some cities are weathering this challenge with smart policies and sustained engagement with their communities, but others are struggling. Against this backdrop, the threat of climate-induced migration operates as an additional destabilizing factor: as climate stressors increase, urbanization may increase. In addition, climate disasters such as sudden natural disasters or severe drought can cause a sudden surge in urban migrants who may lack housing opportunities, training for urban jobs, and financial resources. These climate-related pressures will put stressors on city governance systems to address the problems that are caused.

City Government Limitations

This section provides a more detailed engagement with the role that city governments play in accommodating the needs of climate migrants. Ways in which city governments in low- and middle-income countries are constrained in their capacities to adequately accommodate the needs of climate migrants who arrive in their territories are outlined. Due to these institutional and resource constraints, climate migrants are likely to face many obstacles for accessing the services that a city can offer; primarily housing and healthcare services. In addition, migrants are likely to be marginalized from formal employment opportunities. As a result, the risk of crime and violence may increase in these cities.

Weak governance structures make it difficult for city officials to ensure that climate migrants are engaged in urban decision-making, and more importantly, that their concerns are integrated into local development plans.\textsuperscript{35} The majority of these cities are resource-constrained, with limited funding available to provide the necessary infrastructure to deal with population growth; i.e., transport, power, water supplies, and sanitation. These financial constraints also make it difficult for local governments to ensure that climate migrants have access to vital social services. Information and data on internal migration are limited in terms of availability and accuracy, therefore constraining the ability of municipal decision-makers to develop adequate policies to address the challenges that may arise with increased climate-induced migration.
Infrastructure Constraints

City governments in low- and middle-income countries are limited in their capacities to provide basic waste management/sanitation, water, transport, and energy services to their residents. These city governments are often financially strapped, with limited resources to invest in the maintenance or improvements of public infrastructure. Globally, almost 700 million urban residents lack access to adequate sanitation infrastructure. In Africa, only half of the large cities have a sewerage network in place. For example, in Dar es Salaam, a city of 4 million, as few as 5–10% of city dwellers are connected to a sewer system. In addition, many city dwellers in developing countries lack access to clean water. It is estimated that 27% of urban residents in the developing world do not have piped water in their houses. Those who suffer the most from these water- and sanitation-related challenges are the urban poor, as water and sanitation services are primarily channeled to middle and upper class neighborhoods. The result can be serious impacts on health among city dwellers: lack of access to clean water is the cause of approximately 10% of all disease internationally. Access to affordable energy services is another pressing challenge for many city dwellers. It is estimated that 40% of people living in Sub-Saharan African cities lack access to electricity. In Addis Ababa in Ethiopia, almost 60% of city households suffer from multidimensional energy poverty — lack of access to clean cooking fuel and electricity or electrical appliances.

Weak Governance Frameworks

Fragile cities suffer from an imbalance of political power, most notably a lack of participation on the part of local stakeholder groups. Overall, cities in low- and middle-income countries have weak legal frameworks for citizen participation in place, with disadvantaged populations, such as migrant groups, being marginalized from city decision-making processes. Moreover, the unclear conditions of residence of new migrants often interfere with their ability to vote and thus engage in the political life of the city. Another common challenge is that the activities of individual departments within a given municipal government are often fragmented, with poor interaction and coordination between various urban sectors such as housing, health, water, sanitation, and energy. Finally, cities in developing countries are characterized by incoherence between national and local-level policies, with a lack of coordination between these two levels often leading to ineffective approaches to migration policy.

Resource Constraints

In addition to the mentioned governance-related challenges, cities in low- and middle-income countries are mostly resource-constrained. They have limited revenue sources of their own (i.e., from property taxes, fees and charges, business taxes, sales taxes, and land use taxes), with a large portion of their financial resources coming from shared taxes with national governments as well as intergovernmental transfers. Their financial situations are often characterized by budget deficits, debts, and the inability to repay loans. Decentralization tends to put additional pressure on municipal finances as cities are increasingly expected to implement national policies at the local level. Another challenge is that as cities grow, financing for basic infrastructure and social services is unable to keep up with the needed pace and meet demand for these new services, placing additional strains on already limited financial resources. It is estimated that $200 billion in investments in infrastructure and services made annually until 2035 would be required for cities in the developing world to meet these gaps. City government expenditure as a percentage of GDP is particularly low in most African countries, where, on average, city government revenue represents only 7% of total public revenue. Finally, city governments often lack accountability and transparency when it comes to sharing information about municipal budgets and financial planning.
V. CHALLENGES FACED BY MIGRANTS: LIMITED ACCESS TO SOCIAL SERVICES

Housing

Due to institutional and resource constraints, newcomers face many obstacles to accessing the services that a city can offer, primarily housing and healthcare services. Access to adequate, affordable housing and shelter is a challenge for many urban migrants. The World Bank estimates that developing countries should prepare to house an additional 2.7 billion people by 2050, primarily due to rural-to-urban migration. Urban migrants in low- and middle-income countries often lack official registration papers, which prevents them from accessing municipal housing services. In addition, new arrivals often cannot afford decent-quality housing. As a result, the majority of urban migrants live in informal settlements (i.e., slum settlements) or in overcrowded temporary shelters, and make up a disproportionate amount of the urban poor in informal settlements.

Healthcare

Migrant populations have a greater risk of having poor health. Poor migrants are often employed in risky jobs, exposing them to hazardous chemicals, among other threats. They are also more susceptible to infectious diseases as they generally must live in crowded and unhygienic conditions. Migrant workers in cities have a high rate of HIV/AIDS, as high-risk sexual behavior and high levels of migration in urban areas generally coincide. While migrants face greater health risks, they often find that they are excluded from municipal healthcare systems. They face geographic barriers in accessibility of healthcare clinics as they tend to live in informal settlements located on the peripheries of urban centers. Moreover, health services are often too costly for new migrants. Finally, they rarely possess any kind of official documentation in their new places of work, which makes it difficult for them to access municipal healthcare clinics. In China, for example, millions of urban migrants do not possess proper official documentation and thus do not have access to healthcare services.

The Informal Economy

Migrants tend to be on the margins of the formal economy, taking part in the “informal economy” of the city, which is generally characterized by unsafe working conditions, low wages, irregular incomes, and long working hours. Recent estimates are that over 50% of workers in West Africa and 48% of workers in South Asia are part of...
the informal sector. In the city of Dhaka, which attracts thousands of climate migrants every year, approximately 75% of the urban population is engaged in informal employment activities. Migrants who take part in the informal economy have limited legal or social protection, as they are rarely covered by labor laws. Employment without official contracts means that labor codes and regulations are easily violated and that workers are susceptible to early dismissal. In the Vietnamese cities of Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City, approximately 60% of migrants are employed without any formal contract. Women migrants are particularly vulnerable to exclusion from formal employment as they are over-represented in the lowest-paid segments, and on average earn less than male migrants.

VI. CITIES, WEAK GOVERNANCE, AND CLIMATE-INDUCED MIGRATION: IMPLICATIONS

Climate-Induced Migration, Crime, and Violence

Climate migration is taking place within the already weak governance systems of fragile cities. These cities struggle with providing social services and incorporating their citizens into local governance; climate migrants load an additional burden onto this system. This section discusses some of the impacts.

One major issue is social exclusion: climate migrants are moving into systems which frequently struggle with inclusion of extant groups. People who are socially excluded are generally also poor, primarily because they are denied opportunities for formal employment and access to vital services. In addition, there is evidence that there are links between poverty, criminal behavior, and violence. According to the International Labour Organization, chronic unemployment, which results in poverty, is associated with an increase in criminal behavior. Burton, Nathan, and Sandbrook concur that poverty as defined by a person having their basic needs be unmet, in particular food and water, often leads to violence. A study conducted by the World Bank found that on average, the countries that experienced major violence had a poverty rate significantly higher than countries with no violence. Goodhand argues that poverty contributes to growing grievances among people, with the potential for open conflict to occur when these underlying grievances are triggered by external shocks.

Climate migrants are likely to move to informal slum settlements. There is evidence that residents of informal slum settlements are at a greater risk of criminal violence. Slums are often located on the peripheries of urban security systems where police are less able to regulate, for example, guns and other weapons. In addition, slum dwellers generally lack access to formal work opportunities and basic services, conditions which can foster criminal
violence. According to Buvinic and Morrison as well as Glaeser and Sacerdote, the combination of competition for resources along with weak security systems in slum settlements often leads to criminal activity. In the city of Nairobi, for example, in the last 20 years, violent crimes such as armed robbery, murder, physical assault, and sexual assault have steadily increased, with most of this violence taking place in the city’s largest slums of Mathare and Kibera. Politically motivated violence is not uncommon in Kibera as this slum is home to many different ethnic and political groups, notably, for example, the violence that erupted during the 2007 presidential elections in Kenya. Gender-based violence is particularly high in Kibera; in fact, almost 85% of women there have experienced either sexual or domestic violence.

The Safer Nairobi Initiative

The Safer Nairobi Initiative supports community-based strategies for preventing crime and violence in Nairobi. The initiative was founded in 2004 as part of Nairobi’s Urban Safety strategy. The main objective of the initiative is to “improve urban safety and security in a sustainable way by addressing root causes of crime through a multi-faceted approach.” The main activities for the Safer Nairobi Initiative include:

- Strengthening the institutional capacity of the city of Nairobi to better enforce law and violence-prevention initiatives. In particular, the city encourages participatory, local-level approaches to preventing violence in Nairobi.
- Working with urban planners to design an urban environment that is secure and safe.
- Encouraging the active participation of local community groups in urban safety and crime-prevention initiatives.

Research finds that crime and violence are likely to accompany deprivation from basic urban services and infrastructure. Poor transportation infrastructure can create situational opportunities for violence, making it easier for perpetrators to commit crimes without being seen by the police. An examination of Mexican squatter settlements during the 1980s found that squatters in slum settlements were especially prone to random violence when they lacked basic urban services. Recent research in Jamaica found that violent crimes occurred most often in inner-city communities without basic utilities. According to a recent report by ActionAid International, when women and girls in cities lack access to basic urban services such as transport, water, and sanitation, they are left vulnerable and exposed, leaving them susceptible to becoming victims of crime and violence. The study illustrates the example of Mombasa in Kenya, where women and girls who live near and around the Mwakirunge dumpsites lack access to basic services, particularly water and electricity, and as a result experience high levels of violence.

Collectively, therefore, there is strong evidence that poverty and exclusion from economic and social goods can contribute to an increase in violence. Rapid urbanization creates these conditions as migrants overload the physical and social systems for inclusion and access to public goods. This trend is already occurring, as Muggah noted in his conception of fragile cities. As climate stressors create a new wave of climate migrants in fragile countries internationally, there is likely to be an increase in cities adversely affected by this migration.
Climate-Induced Migration, Instability, and Political Violence

One concern posed by climate analysts is that climate change may contribute to political instability and potentially political violence. Much of the current thinking on climate, conflict, and security builds on work emphasizing the ways in which environmental degradation and scarcity can lead to conflict. According to Renner, "history provides numerous examples of how states and nations were destabilized by environmental collapse leading to famine, migration, and rebellion." Ross argued that resource degradation increased the risk of civil war through several pathways. Homer-Dixon claims that environmental scarcities can exacerbate conditions of poverty, which in combination with weak governance structures can lead to outbreaks of violent conflict in the developing world. Diamond, in his book *Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed*, argues that "problems of deforestation, water shortage, and soil degradation in the Third World foster wars there."

According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, climate change will lead to environmental degradation. A review of the literature finds that there are five main ways that the effects of climate change can lead to conflict: 1) resource scarcity can lead to unemployment and to the loss of local livelihoods, thereby increasing the potential for conflict; 2) weak governance structures and reduced state income may hinder the delivery of public services and infrastructure and thus give rise to political instability; 3) human displacement and migration resulting from climate change can contribute to conflict within states and between states; 4) migration can increase the potential for ethnic tensions in receiving areas; and 5) migration to receiving areas can lead to increased competition and conflict over scarce resources. Researchers who have directly examined the climate migration–conflict link have concluded that there is a connection. Reuveny examined 38 cases of environmental migration occurring since the 1930s and found that in half of them, there was some kind of armed conflict, with migration likely to intensify intrastate and interstate disputes. He found that ethnic tensions and competition over scarce resources were key drivers of armed conflict. Gleditsch as well as Buhaug and Theisen contend that climate-related natural disasters and sea-level rise will lead to the loss of local livelihoods and economic productivity, resulting in migration. They argue that migration, in confluence with weak governance structures at the local and state levels, is likely to lead to instability by promoting increased opportunities for organizing violence. Werz and Conley highlight four regions in the world—northwest Africa, India and Bangladesh, the Andean region, and China—as “hotspots” for potential conflicts associated with climate-induced migration. On the other hand, Raleigh, Jordan, and Salehyan
argue that climate-induced migration is typically internal and short-term and thus the potential for conflict is minimal.104

The majority of the challenges posed by migration will take place at the level of the city. Because the majority of climate-induced migration is to urban areas, urban areas become the context in which these competitions for resources, jobs, and political engagement play out. The most common government system that urban migrants will interact with will be the city government: when analysts such as Homer-Dixon point out that governance weaknesses can contribute to conflict, they are talking about failures of city governance as much as state. On the other hand, if city-level governments are able to effectively manage the challenges posed by climate migrants, then these challenges may be overcome.

VII. CITY GOVERNMENT SOLUTIONS TO ADDRESS THE CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED WITH CLIMATE-INDUCED MIGRATION

Given their close proximity to local community groups, city governments are uniquely positioned to introduce innovative approaches to addressing the security challenges associated with climate-induced migration. First, cities will need to strengthen their legal and governance frameworks. Ensuring that climate migrants have a voice in city governance can help city officials and migrant groups work hand in hand to craft local action plans to improve the delivery of infrastructure and social services for climate migrants. Municipalities can also introduce laws to ensure that climate migrants are protected in the workplace. Next, cities need considerable financial resources to provide displaced people with humanitarian assistance and to ensure that they have access to public services, security, and basic infrastructure. Financial resources can come from private companies, international development banks, UN agencies, and international humanitarian and peacebuilding organizations. Given the limited institutional capacities of cities to effectively deal with climate migration-related security challenges, city government authorities will need to build partnerships with international donor agencies, international humanitarian organizations, and local and national governments in the developed world. There is also a need for city governments to build bridges with think tanks and their global research programs at the international level in order to gain a better understanding of the dynamics between urban fragility, climate-induced migration, and security at the city level.

Strengthening Legal and Governance Frameworks

Research shows that ensuring that civil society groups have a voice in city governance may prevent violence and conflict. Cortright et al. note that governance systems which are based on participation, accountability, and inclusivity contribute to more peaceful and stable societies.105 Davenport argues that when mechanisms are in place to give citizens a voice in decision-making in political life, they are less likely to use violence as a means to make their voices heard.106 Consensus-based systems, where all stakeholder groups have a voice, can also lower the risk of armed conflict, particularly in multiethnic communities.107 Thus, when local governments adopt initiatives for inclusive governance, they are likely to foster conditions conducive to peace and stability.

Ensuring that marginalized groups, such as migrants, are included in decision-making processes is the cornerstone of democratic governance at the city level. In the 2015 World Migration Report, contributions from Cécile Riallant of the Joint Migration and Development Initiative argue that the most effective urban interventions to address migration-
related challenges are those where migrant communities are consulted and where they have developed strong ties to their local governments.\textsuperscript{108}

One approach to engaging climate migrants in city governance is to include them in the design of joint local action plans. City officials and climate migrants can work together to craft local action plans to improve the delivery of infrastructure and social services for climate migrants, as well as the delivery of aid from humanitarian organizations. Funding for these local action programs can come from international development organizations, UN agencies, local and national governments in the developed world, and the European Union.

The City of Honiara Adopts Conflict-Sensitive Measures\textsuperscript{109}

Honiara is the capital city of the Solomon Islands and has a population of 80,000. The city is growing aggressively, with an annual urban growth rate of 4% per year. Since the 1990s, the city of Honiara has been a center for ethnic violence. In early 2000 an armed group representing displaced Malaitians violently took control of the city briefly. As a result, the city council of Honiara adopted a number of conflict prevention strategies and measures to promote ethnic inclusiveness:

- The city established a Council of Chiefs as a forum for city leaders and residents to address conflicts due to ethnic tensions.
- The city council and the Ministry of Home Affairs created the Honiara City Council Institutional Capacity Building Project, a five-year partnership aimed at improving local institutional and service-delivery capacity. The goal is to foster conditions for peace and stability through the improved delivery of services in Honiara.
- A Local Peace Monitoring Council was established.
- Measures to promote transparency, openness, and inclusion in city governance were undertaken.
- The city established a number of programs to address youth unemployment.

In addition, city government authorities can strengthen legal frameworks and introduce new laws to promote the inclusion of climate migrants in the formal employment sector. Given the links between unemployment, crime, and violence, city leaders can introduce legislative incentives and policies to increase employment opportunities, particularly for young people. Cities can introduce robust laws to protect informal workers. Durban City, South Africa, and Lima, Peru, have introduced some innovative labor laws, providing a model for other local governments to follow. In 2014, the city of Lima passed an ordinance which recognizes street vendors as official workers with legal rights.\textsuperscript{110} In addition, the ordinance led to the establishment of a commission which encourages dialogue between street vendors and city officials.\textsuperscript{111} In 2001, Durban City (eThekwini) in South Africa introduced its Informal Economy Policy to protect informal workers. The policy provides unskilled workers in Durban with basic business skills training, legal advice, and access to health and education services.\textsuperscript{112}

Developing effective collaborations between different levels of government will be critical to cities providing residents, including climate migrants, with adequate social and urban services. Given that national governments generally determine the allocation of funds to city governments, improved vertical collaboration can enable local government authorities to advocate for the scaling-up of resources for initiatives for migrant inclusion. Improved
horizontal coordination between city governments in a larger metropolitan region can facilitate the improved delivery of urban services beyond city borders.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CITIES:

- Policies and laws to ensure that climate migrants have access to basic social services and infrastructure should be introduced.
- Municipal governments should introduce and enforce labor laws to ensure that people who work in the informal sector are protected from discrimination and exploitation.
- City governments should work to ensure that residents have equitable access to information. The flow of information will be critical in order for climate migrants to effectively participate in city-level decision-making processes.
- City governments should develop mechanisms to ensure the participation of city residents, including climate migrants, in city planning and decision-making processes.
- National governments should foster greater cooperation and communication between relevant national and city government agencies so that they can collaborate in addressing the challenges that climate migrants face in urban areas.
- City policies on migration must take into account gender-based vulnerability. Women migrants are among the most vulnerable as they are often poorer and marginalized in political decision-making processes that affect their livelihoods. Their participation in city planning processes is essential.
- City governments should introduce Strategic Development Frameworks which take a holistic look at all aspects of city planning. Such frameworks will examine climate change mitigation and adaptation, transport, housing, biodiversity, and green infrastructure in an integrated fashion.
- Ties between local community groups and city authorities should be strengthened in order to improve aid delivery and provide emergency shelter, water, and sanitation for people displaced by natural hazard events.
- Global aid agencies can work with climate migrant communities to assist them in establishing their own local councils to help them better participate in city-level decision-making processes.
- Local businesses should strengthen ties to migrant community groups with the goal of providing them with skills training and preparation for formal employment opportunities.

Scaling Up Financial Resources

Cities have considerable resource constraints and need financial resources to promote inclusion of climate migrants and provide urgently needed assistance to those people displaced by the impacts of climate change. Funding can come from municipal budgets, private investments, public–private-partnerships, regional and international development banks, international humanitarian and peacebuilding organizations, and UN agencies.

Among the UN agencies, the United Nations Human Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat) remains at the forefront when it comes to supporting initiatives to strengthen urban resilience and respond to humanitarian crises in urban settings. Since the 1990s, there has been a steady increase in humanitarian spending on the part of UN-Habitat, primarily through its programs to support climate-resilient cities and its Safer Cities Programme, which was launched
in 1996 with an aim of reducing violence in urban centers. The Safer Cities Programme connects donor agencies to local government authorities to jointly implement innovative, bottom-up community programs for conflict and violence prevention. To date, the Safer Cities Programme has supported initiatives in 77 cities in 24 countries.

In recent years, regional development banks such as the African Development Bank and the Asian Development Bank have increased resources supporting residents living in fragile cities. For example, in 2008, the African Development Bank created the Fragile States Facility, which to date has disbursed approximately $500 million to support conflict prevention and post-conflict reconstruction projects in 17 fragile states. While the African Development Bank has traditionally focused its resources on strengthening the institutional capacities of nation states, the bank is increasingly investing in upgrading city infrastructure as part of wider efforts to build more secure African cities.

Private investments can provide much-needed humanitarian assistance to people displaced by natural hazard events. Increasingly, private companies are playing an active role in emergency preparedness and humanitarian responses in urban contexts. For example, in the aftermath of Typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines in 2013, it is estimated that the private sector contributed at least half of all humanitarian assistance. Private companies can contribute their funds, aid materials, and technical expertise to address challenges in urban settings. In addition, the private sector can bring new technologies, research and development money, and other innovations to humanitarian activities. Over the years, multinational corporations such as Ericsson, TNT, UPS, DHL, IKEA, and Google have provided different forms of humanitarian assistance to those living in urban areas.

Private sector investments can also reduce violence in urban areas by tackling infrastructure challenges, particularly in the areas of water, waste, electricity supply, and transportation. There is evidence that investments in upgrading infrastructure can lead to reduced levels of crime and violence in cities. For example, increased lighting on city
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*The private sector can bring new technologies, research and development money, and other innovations to humanitarian activities.*
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*The market in Hargeisa, Somaliland. Photo: Jean-Pierre Larroque*
streets can improve visibility at night and discourage criminal activity in neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{118} Also, ensuring that communities have access to basic waste, energy, and water services can reduce frustrations and feelings of exclusion that can escalate to violence.\textsuperscript{119}

Public–Private Partnerships, where government services are provided in part through private-sector actors, can provide much-needed investment for urban development projects. These partnerships may contribute to improvements in the quality of the city’s infrastructure while generating a wider range of employment opportunities for city residents, including climate migrants.

Funding to ensure that climate migrants have access to basic infrastructure and social services can come from national governments, adaptation funding within the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), and aid from international development organizations. As international funding for climate adaptation initiatives increases, a portion of this funding can be channeled towards city programs and grassroots, migrant-led initiatives. At the UN Climate Conference in Cancun (COP 16), which took place in November 2010, governments agreed that climate migrants are qualified for assistance under a number of funding channels within the UNFCCC, namely the Green Climate Fund and the Least Developed Countries Fund. The Green Climate Fund aims to raise $100 billion by the year 2020,\textsuperscript{121} with the majority of this funding coming from governments of developed countries. Local governments can access financial resources from these funding strategies by submitting project proposals to be part of the UNFCCC’s National Adaptation Programmes of Action, Intended Nationally Determined Contributions, and National Adaptation Plans.

**POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CITIES:**

- Private sector development can lead to job creation. Ensuring that residents have access to employment opportunities can reduce levels of crime and violence in urban areas. Job creation should be targeted particularly to young people to ensure that they do not engage in criminal behaviors.

- Funding for city-wide programs for violence prevention should be scaled up. Funding should be targeted towards participatory programs in which city residents are engaged in assessing and measuring security issues at the neighborhood and city levels.

- Funding for city-wide programs which address the challenges that climate migrants face in urban areas should be scaled up.
Policy Recommendations for Cities, continued

- Ties with private companies can be strengthened so they can invest in upgrading urban infrastructure. In addition, it is crucial to have private sector engagement in emergency preparedness and humanitarian responses in urban contexts.

- Ties with regional and international development banks, such as the World Bank, the African Development Bank, and the Asian Development Bank, should be strengthened. International and regional banks can channel investments towards upgrading basic infrastructure and improved service delivery.

- Funding should be scaled up for capacity-building programs aimed at strengthening urban governance, specifically programs for developing effective public leadership, strengthened city councils, and inclusive participation in city planning and decision-making. This funding can come from international donor agencies such as the International Committee of the Red Cross, the UK’s Department for International Development (DFID), and USAID.

- Humanitarian aid should focus on building cities that are resilient to the challenges associated with climate-induced migration in a way that is holistic and integrated. This approach is likely to be more effective than individual programs aimed at tackling infrastructure and social programs.

- Public–private partnerships can facilitate much-needed support—financial and technical—for infrastructure projects while providing employment opportunities for city dwellers including climate migrants.

- International funding schemes within the UNFCCC, such as the Green Climate Fund and the Least Developed Countries Fund, can be a means for providing funding for initiatives to improve the livelihoods and overall well-being of climate migrants.

- Financial resources should be facilitated so that city governments can collect data and identify the challenges faced by climate migrants in their territories.

- Climate migrants should be ensured a voice in decisions around international, national, and local adaptation funding.

- Scaled-up funding should be made available for humanitarian assistance for people displaced by natural hazard events, particularly for waste, water, and health services.

- Stronger inter-linkages between humanitarian, peacekeeping, and climate change-related interventions should be reflected in funding responses.

- It is essential to recognize the important role of private sector engagement in emergency preparedness and humanitarian responses in urban contexts.

- Funding should be channeled towards infrastructure projects that can deliver social benefits such as inclusion, health and well-being, biodiversity, and climate change mitigation and adaptation.

- Global aid should be channeled towards research to develop infrastructure projects that are smaller in scale and can provide interim solutions between larger infrastructure projects. These include, for example, decentralized energy solutions and potable water delivery projects.

- Investments in the urban realm should be part and parcel of all development projects.

- Global aid should be channeled towards developing project management skills among climate migrant communities. Specifically, local communities should learn how to manage local-level development projects. In this way, many development projects could be delivered at a lower cost while giving climate migrants a sense of ownership.
Partnerships to Complement Local Action

Given the limited institutional capacities of city governments in low- and middle-income countries to effectively address pressing urbanization, migration, security, and humanitarian challenges, external partnerships can provide much-needed support to cities.

City governments will need to build partnerships with humanitarian organizations in order to effectively deliver humanitarian assistance to environmentally displaced people. The main international aid organizations providing humanitarian assistance in urban contexts include the International Rescue Committee, the International Federation of the Red Cross, CARE International, and Oxfam International. Research shows that the delivery of humanitarian assistance is more effective when strategies for multi-stakeholder partnerships are developed early, before any emergency or acute crisis requiring an immediate response. The international community is recognizing the crucial role of city governments as key actors in the delivery of effective humanitarian aid, primarily because city government authorities are in close proximity to their local communities. Coordination mechanisms should be put in place to ensure that city government authorities and local community groups collaborate with one another for the effective delivery of aid at the local level.

There is also a need for city governments to build bridges with think tanks and their global research programs at the international level. Such partnerships can fill in gaps in knowledge on the dynamics of urban trends, city governance, climate migration, and security. Enhanced knowledge can help city leaders design better policies and programs addressing the climate-migration–security nexus. The main think tanks working on issues of urban fragility and security include the London School of Economics’ initiative on Cities and Fragile States, the Fragile Cities program at the International Peace Institute, and the Safe and Inclusive Cities program at the International Development Research Centre of DFID.

Sister-city partnerships between cities in the developing and developed world can lead to the sharing of ideas on good governance practices and ideas for innovations in urban infrastructure. In addition, such partnerships can facilitate much-needed funding for migrant inclusion initiatives in resource-constrained cities. Nonprofit organizations such as Sister Cities International can strengthen the capacities of under-resourced cities, primarily through institutional partnerships, knowledge-sharing, and grant programs.

Agreements between city governments within the same country can lead to the exchange of information and skills/knowledge-sharing between city leaders.
and their staff members. Programs to address climate migration and security challenges should recognize that cities relate to other cities within the same country and can learn from one another to be more effective in addressing local-level challenges. These arrangements can also promote greater cooperation among marginalized communities, such as climate migrants, in different municipal jurisdictions so they can form coalitions with one another in order to better advocate for their rights at the local and national levels.

Avenues for city leaders to share ideas and resources aiming to strengthen the resilience of climate migrants include the World Mayors Council on Climate Change, ICLEI-Local Governments for Sustainability, United Cities and Local Governments, the C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group, and the Making Cities Resilient campaign of the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction. ICLEI-Local Governments for Sustainability is a network of local governments which includes more than 1,500 cities and towns from around the world. Since 2010, ICLEI has hosted the annual Resilient Cities congress, also known as the Global Forum on Urban Resilience and Adaptation, which provides a platform for cities to share expertise and ideas with one another. The C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group includes more than 80 cities focused on implementing measures to improve urban adaptive capacity and supports its members through research and knowledge-sharing. Their recent policy report, “Potential for Climate Action,” identified approximately 27,000 actions that cities have yet to implement to tackle climate change with recommendations on ways that cities can implement those actions.

Building ties between local governments and the UN Safer Cities Programme can lead to safer, more inclusive urban areas in low- and middle-income countries. The Safer Cities Programme connects international experts to city leaders to help these leaders craft local action plans focused on “bottom-up” approaches to violence prevention.
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CITIES:

- The UN General Assembly can call a special session on climate change, migration, conflict, and cities to foster dialogue among city officials and international policymakers. The session could generate solutions to the security challenges associated with climate-induced migration to cities.

- Partnerships between local government authorities and research programs can generate much-needed data and information regarding the links between cities, climate-induced migration, and conflict. Local government authorities should strengthen ties with global research programs. City governments should strengthen ties between city government decision-makers and global research programs such as the initiative on Cities and Fragile States from the London School of Economics, the Fragile Cities program at the International Peace Institute, and the Safe and Inclusive Cities program of the International Development Research Centre of DFID.

- Sister-city partnerships can facilitate the sharing of ideas, technical expertise, and resources, with the aim of strengthening resilience in fragile cities.

- Ties should be strengthened between city officials and international policymakers on climate change, migration, and security policy.

- The active engagement of city leaders in multilateral forums on international climate change policy, such as the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, should be encouraged.

- City leaders can actively engage in international coalitions on climate change and adaptation, such as the World Mayors Council on Climate Change, ICLEI-Local Governments for Sustainability, and the C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group. These networks can facilitate technical knowledge and even financial resources to build the adaptive capacity of local urban governments in low- and middle-income countries.

- City governments should forge partnerships with the UN’s Safer Cities Programme, which encourages initiatives calling for more bottom-up approaches to violence prevention.

- Agreements should be forged between city governments within the same country. These arrangements can promote greater cooperation among climate migrants so they can form coalitions with one another and advocate for their rights at the local and national levels.

- Partnerships between city governments and international peace, security, and humanitarian organizations can be strengthened.

- City governments should strengthen ties with the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, the lead agency for bringing together humanitarian actors and emergency responses.

- Greater coordination and stronger ties among city governments, national governments, and international humanitarian organizations should be ensured.

- Cities should strengthen ties with the Global Alliance for Urban Crises, which brings together city leaders, urban professionals, the development community, and the private sector to deal with response to humanitarian challenges in urban areas.
VIII. CONCLUSION: CITIES AS THE OVERLOOKED GOVERNANCE VARIABLE

Given that most of the research examining the intersection of climate change-induced migration, human mobility, and security looks at the implications for U.S. security and global instability, this discussion paper aims to address the gap in the research about the security implications of climate-induced migration at the city level. To be specific, this report is an effort to contribute to the thinking about how the influx of climate-displaced people to fragile cities in low- and middle-income countries may lead to an increased risk of violence and crime in their jurisdictions. Much of the research around climate change migration and security issues has come from international organizations, and much of their focus has been on the role of state governments. This is a natural extension of the work of international organizations, which are often composed of representatives from national governments. As a result, a critical role has been overlooked: that of city governments.

City governments have a history of operating well at the local level even in the context of national government fragmentation challenges. For most city dwellers in the world, it is the city level that they interact with most frequently, and arguably this level has the most direct impact on their quality of life and overall well-being. Thus, cities are at the front line when it comes to coping with the challenges posed by the impacts of climate change and climate change migration. However, to date, city governments have been absent from discussions about good governance and climate change.

Finally, this discussion paper proposes some strategies and policies that city governments can introduce to address climate migration and security challenges at the local level. The hope is that these valuable ideas can help UN agencies, private companies, international humanitarian and peacebuilding organizations, and national governments strategically channel resources to local government authorities who are at the forefront in dealing with climate-induced migration and displacement.

Bogotá’s public-private partnership, TransMilenio S.A, was formed to ease congestion and provide public transport. Photo: City Clock Magazine.
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